
Bariatric wings set for self-loading stretchers complete with mattresses and belts with reel 
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FEATURES

The bariatric wings are a practical accessory that allows you to convert the self-loading stretcher into a practical bariatric recovery tool.
Thanks to the small footprint (and a weight of only 14 kg) they can be easily transported by ambulance to be used when needed. Their use
allows to face in safety, and in the most adequate way possible, every recovery scenario in the presence of bariatric patients.
The kit includes two wings that extend the support surface of the stretcher by over40 cm; assembly and disassembly on the self-loading
stretcher are extremely simple and intuitive and do not require the use of tools. If mounted on our MBS01 they allow an effective load capacity
of 335 kg.
The bariatric wings are equipped with mattresses (art. 12170 and art. 12172) and belts with reel. They can be purchased in kits including both
the right and the left (art. 12084) or separately (art. 12086 Right bariatric wing and 12088 left bariatric wing).

IMPORTANT: For Mercury self loading stretcher use art. 12200.
 
Dimensions:
1365x205x85 mm (a wing) 

MAIN FEATURES

 

Length (cm) 136,5
Width (cm) 20,5
Depth (cm.) 8,5

https://www.meber.it
https://www.meber.it/en/products/accessories/stretchers-and-self-loading-stretchers-accessories/12170.aspx
https://www.meber.it/en/products/accessories/stretchers-and-self-loading-stretchers-accessories/12172.aspx
https://www.meber.it/it/prodotti/bariatrica/12200.aspx
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SEE ALSO

 

12200
Bariatric wings set for Mercury self-
loading stretchers complete with

mattresses, belts with reel and
assembly kit

     

ACCESSORIES

 

12084-001
Cover for bariatric wings set

12170
Black mattress for right bariatric
wing for self-loading stretchers

12172
Black mattress for left bariatric
wing for self-loading stretchers

12080-001
Monting kit for bariatric platform

on self loading stretcher



ACCESSORY OF

 

7265 Proof
Aluminium self loading stretcher

"Frog lite Advance" with
exctractable handles and

Trendelenburg

Frog 7210
“FROG” yellow self loading stretcher

with trendelenburg

Frog 7240 PROOF
“FROG PLUS” self loading stretcher

with trendelenburg certified

MBS-01 MEBER BARIATRIC
STRETCHER 7270

Self loading stretcher for bariatric
transport

Frog Lite 7260 PROOF
“FROG LITE” self loading aluminium

stretcher with trendelenburg
certified

Frog 7210 PROOF
“FROG” yellow self loading stretcher

with trendelenburg certified

   


